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The Guide to Picking Up GirlsPenguin
Divided into three powerful sections, the Pickup Artist Bible contains no fluff, no BS, only all the
information you need to learn how to meet, pick up, and successfully date the woman of your
dreams.* CONTENTS *SECTION 1: How to Create a New You- Never be yourself ”> page 238 ways to create a new you ”> page 5- 6 ways to make a perfect first impression ”> page 416 secrets of a goldilocks handshake ”> page 47- 9 communication tips ”> page 51SECTION 2:
How to Meet and Pick Up Women- Know what women want and need ”> page 65- 10 ways to
know she is attracted to you ”> page 67- Recognize when she doesn't like you ”> page 70- 17
keys to picking up women ”> page 71- 11 types of women you will meet ”> page 88- How to
pick up women online ”> page 94- 42 places to meet and pick up women ”> page
108SECTION 3: Dating, Relationship, Sex Secrets- 66 kick ass date ideas ”> page 133- 13
steps to first date magic ”> page 146- 8 ways to make her yours ”> page 165- 9 ways to make
a relationship last ”> page 174- 7 expert sex tips and tricks ”> page 186- 9 stages of foreplay
”> page 190
02
True love doesn’t just happen, notes professional matchmaker Patti Novak. You have to work
for it–and want it. Forget eight-minute speed dates or online dating sites with twenty-page
questionnaires that promise a scientifically calculated perfect match. The fact that you both like
golf, stamp collecting, and pizza with anchovies is great, but it won’t mean a thing if you don’t
feel that zing. But before there can be sparks, there have to be dates. And before the first date,
you need to get over yourself! Taking a tough-love approach, and in her signature straightshooting style, Patti will show you how to fix what needs to be fixed, reach your core, and
identify who you are and what you want in a partner. She uses a three-part common-sense
formula: • Getting Over What? Assess your dating weaknesses, recognize what’s not working,
and adjust your expectations. Delve into your personal history and past relationships, and
pinpoint the issues that have been holding you back. • Almost Over It Fine-tune your attitude,
your look, and your behavior to maximize your dating chances. Novak lays out strategies to
help you deal with the brutal dating monsters you find along the way. • Over It Learn the do’s
and don’ts of the first date, the second date, and beyond. Remember, it’s not a job interview
or therapy session. Pretend you’re meeting a new friend, not a prospective husband or wife.
Finding your one and only isn’t about having the right shoes or a flat stomach. It’s about being
true to yourself, being vulnerable, and being ready for love. Whether you’re new to the dating
scene, divorced and looking, or just trying to reach that second date, Get Over Yourself! will
help you get the love you’ve always wanted and deserve.
A humorous guide to gay experimentation for straight women offers a wealth of advice on how
to spice up a relationship with a boyfriend, enter into a same-sex relationship, and more. By
the author of Don't Sleep with Your Drummer. Original. 30,000 first printing.
"You can become irresistibly attractive to women without changing who you are." So says Mark
Manson, superstar blogger and author of the international bestseller, The Subtle Art of Not
Giving A F*ck, a self help book that packs a punch. Mark brings the same approach to
teaching men what they need to know about attracting women. In Models he shows us how
much it sucks trying to attract women using the tricks and tactics recommended by other
books. Instead, he says, men need to focus on seduction as an emotional process not a
physical or social one. What matters is the intention, the motivation, the authenticity. To
improve your dating life you must improve your emotional life - how you feel about yourself and
how you express yourself to others. Funny, irreverent and confronting, Models is a mature and
honest guide on how a man can attract women by giving up the bullsh*t and becoming an
honest broker. "A detailed guide to modern sexual ethics" Sydney Morning Herald "There's
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nothing subtle about Mark Manson. He's crude and vulgar and doesn't give a f*ck . . . He's as
painfully honest as he is outrageously funny" Huffington Post
WARNING: This book is for adult readers only! If you're not an adult reader, then please do not
purchase, read, or listen to this book. Hey, it's Oliver Rockhurst here, and welcome to the best
guide on success with women ever to be compiled into a single book. What you're getting here
is not actually one book, but 9 books which cover everything you've ever needed to know
about success with women. And those 9 books are: 1. Pickup Artist: The Ultimate Guide On
How To Get A Girlfriend or Girlfriends, by Oliver Rockhurst 2. Pickup Artist: How To Take Your
Game Up A Notch, by Oliver Rockhurst 3. Pickup Artist: Blast Your Game Into The
Stratosphere, by Oliver Rockhurst 4. Dad Frame: The Ultimate Strategy For The Up & Coming
Pickup Artist, by Walter Spitzerstein 5. Bootcamp In A Book: The Ultimate Guide To Becoming
A Pickup Artist - For Men, by Alex Surefire 6. Dating Strategies For Men: A Dating Strategy
Guide For Men, Devised By A Master Pickup Artist, by Kalonymos Schnippenheimer 7.
Approach Machine Method: The Layman's Guide To Going From Zero To Master Pickup Artist,
by Alan Vorkenheimer 8. Approach Anxiety Killer - For Men: Strategies & Mindsets For The
Over-Anxious Pickup Artist, by Alex Surefire 9. The Erectile Dysfunctional Pickup Artist: A
Guide For The Pickup Artist Suffering From Erectile Dysfunction, by Pete Mackertren and
Oliver Rockhurst I've done my best to compile the best books on game that exist, including my
own, all into one book. And this is it! The Ultimate Pickup Artist's Playbook
Take The Chump Challenge True Or False: 1. Treating a girl you like to a dinner date is a great
idea. 2. Slipping sexual innuendo into a conversation with a girl you hardly know is a bad idea.
3. Talking to the prettier of two girls is a good idea. If you answered false to all three questions,
you just might be a PUA (pickup artist.) Otherwise, you are an AFC (average frustrated
chump.) If you think that's crazy, consider this: these dynamics have been confirmed hundreds
of times by hundreds of men. The Layguide teaches any guy the proven techniques of the best
pickup artists in the world: • The 3-seconds Rule (the most important rule you'll ever learn). •
Developing the confidence of a true player. • How to become an Alpha Male. • The most
successful approaches. • Gimmicks that work. • Closing the deal. Armed with the wisdom
collected in The Layguide, you will never again waste money on go-nowhere dates. You will
never again hesitate to approach a beautiful woman. You will no longer fear rejection. You will
never be a supplicating chump just because a woman is attractive. You WILL be an
unapologetically sexual male with poise, power, and the skills to have any woman you desire.
Tony Clink is the webmaster of www.layguide.com, and one of the most successful pick-up
artists in the world.
This is the story of a young man who set out to discover the meaning of adventure, only to be
pulled down the rabbit hole into a dark underworld filled with danger, drama, and wild sex.
Reckless, raunchy, and riveting, this book documents the origins of the Naughty Nomad, a
man who would later be dubbed "The Indiana Jones of Pussy". A daring rescue in the
Antarctic, a border jump to escape Sudan, incarceration in Siberia, attempted murder, love,
friendship, betrayal, and so much more!Join him on his epic misadventures journeying to...
Antarctica The Far East Indochina Europe and every country in Southeast Asia! A journey into
the heart of darkness, this is NOT your typical backpacker story.
In this eagerly anticipated book, world renown pick-up artist Albert Reese uncovers the secrets
to easily and confidently approaching and then ensnaring any beautiful woman who you desire.
In this book, you'll learn how to "hack" the approach and create instant rapport and attraction
with the opposite sex. You'll learn it all. From using proper body language to using your voice
as a tool of mass seduction. Albert Reese will walk you through the entire process and equip
you with all the tools and techniques you'll ever need to approach and seduce a stunning
woman or even a group of women - any place or any time. You'll never again have to say to
yourself, "I blew my chance," or "I should've talked to her," because with this book in your
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arsenal, you'll truly become a Master of the Art of the Approach.
"The fool-proof guide to meeting women without a formal introduction"--Cover."
Ross Jeffries is founder of the worldwide seduction community and the creator of Speed
Seduction(R). Since 1988, he's taught thousands of men from every walk of life how to enjoy
the success with women they've always wanted, without the 5 B's: bullying, begging, buying,
b.s. and booze. Secrets of Speed Seduction Mastery is the result of over a year of teaching
and training the members in his elite coaching program. What you will read are the transcripts
of his answers to students and instructional video modules, plus the transcripts of the twice a
month coaching calls. For more information on great RJ products, events, and consulting, go
to: www.seduction.com. Viva La Seducciòn!
Screw Cupid is the guide for every woman ready to take her dating life into her own hands.
Samantha Scholfield has many years of dating experience, and the techniques and strategies
she reveals here were developed via extensive trial and error—and by consulting and
collaborating with hundreds of women (and many men), and by refining the best of the
extensive pickup advice that already circulates among men. The result: perfectly calibrated
guidance on how to initiate a conversation—anytime, anywhere—and get right to a date, all
without a guy knowing he’s being picked up.
If you want to play the Game, you've got to know the Rules. In his international bestseller The
Game, Neil Strauss delved into the secret world of pick-up artists—men who have created a
science out of the art of seduction. Not only did he reveal the techniques that they had
developed, but he became a master of The Game, and the world's No. 1 PUA, as Style. Now,
in this bestselling companion, Strauss reduces three books of life-changing knowledge into a
single-volume set. The first book, The Stylelife Challenge, breaks down the knowledge he
learned and techniques he invented into simple step-by-step instructions that anyone can
follow to meet and land the women of their dreams. In the second book, Strauss takes readers
into the dark side of The Game. The Style Diaries offers a series of tales of seduction and
sexual (mis)adventure. From accidentally getting married during a drunken night in Reykjavik,
to luring a famous musician's granddaughter into a threesome; to the stress and frustration of
the torturous and highly unorthodox "30 Day Sex Experiment," The Style Diaries takes you
further into the seduction underworld than ever before. Finally, in the all-new, updated third
volume, Strauss collects the greatest, most powerful, field-tested, word-for-word routines. You
don't need money, looks, or fame to succeed with women. All you need is an understanding of
how attraction works—and this thirty-day workout program for your social skills, which has
already guided countless men from frustration to fulfillment.
Straight shooting techniques for success with the ladies. Here, in this terrific, pocket-sized
guide are all the tools needed to successfully approach and talk to a woman, get her phone
number, and get a date. With tips on what to do and what not to do, this book covers
everything from reading body language and using a wingman to learning what girls are looking
for in terms of looks, money, and career. * Straightforward advice and practical tips for guys
from the women they're trying to meet * Includes topics such as reading signals, moving in for
the pick-up, starting a conversation, and keeping it going * There are 100 million single adults
in the U.S. * According to a recent It's Just Lunch survey, 76% of men believe that a
relationship is more important than their career
"Brisk, ironic ... scalpel-sharp.... A funny, cohesive, and moving collection of stories." --The
New York Times Book Review In these tales of loss and pleasure, lovers and family, a woman
learns to conduct an affair, a child of divorce dances with her mother, and a woman with a
terminal illness contemplates her exit. Filled with the sharp humor, emotional acuity, and joyful
language Moore has become famous for, these nine glittering tales marked the introduction of
an extravagantly gifted writer.
A brand-new contemporary novel from bestselling author Eric Walters Still reeling from a
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breakup with his long-term girlfriend, Graham Fox is less than thrilled to have to move to a new
city and switch schools for senior year. But his decision to keep his head down and just get
through the year is quickly challenged by Ethan Frost, former basketball player and trouble
maker, whose talent at getting girls to go out with him is unmatched. In fact, he seems to have
it down to an infallible science. Almost. Graham soon finds himself playing the role of wingman,
as Ethan plunges them into a whirlwind of all-ages clubs, diners, support groups -- anywhere
there's a chance to meet girls. Distracted from his own pain, Graham finds himself absorbing
the "lessons" from Ethan, turning meeting girls into a game. That is, until he meets someone
who challenges everything Ethan has taught him.
You have just stumbled upon the ultimate book which contains the ultimate strategy for getting
and maintaining a girlfriend.As long as you have no major health issues and no major mental
problems. This book can help you. And even if you do have some health or mental issues, this
book may still be able to help you.
After following the advice from a manual called "How to Meet and Marry Mr Right", Jane learns
that in love there is neither pattern nor promise. This is a funny collection of connected stories
and a portrait of Jane, a woman manoeuvring her way through love, sex and relationships.
The creator of the "Mystery Method" introduced in Neil Strauss's best-selling The Game
imparts salacious techniques for picking up and seducing women, in a guide that also shares
extreme stories from Mystery's life. TV tie-in.
For the Average Frustrated Male, Who's Unlucky With Women... "Stop Chasing After Women,
and Let the Women Chase You...Learn Proven, Secret Techniques That Will Make Ladies Fall
in Love With You Every Single Time!" Are you a guy that has no luck with women? Or
absolutely have no idea what you're doing when it comes to asking a girl out on a date ? Let's
see if this sounds familiar? It was funny how a few year's ago, I was an average frustrated
schmoe who thought putting a woman on a pedestal would lead to sex...I'd follow them around
like a dog on a leash and jump at the chance to do them a favor at their requests; a complete
fool. A hopeless romantic, I'd used to call it. After some bad dating experiences, I decided to
look into some psychology and influence books to help me learn, "what makes a women tick."
After months of research and experience, I've learned the following: You don't have to be a
good-looking, rich smooth operator to be successful with women. It's all a matter of attitude.
Yes, that's all it took! And Changing Your Attitude Towards Women Can Help You, Too! I
know, because it has worked for thousands of people just like you. I promise, every man on
this earth has the abilitiy to become irresistible to any woman! And more importantly - your
situation is NOT hopeless. The big problem is that men have been fed the same garbage and
the wrong information over and over about women... Here are the biggest myths about What
Women Want! The first one is, women only go for good-looking, six-pack, muscular guys... The
second is, women will go out with you if you have a fat wallet... The third is, women only date
guys with nice cars... "Yeah, Right!" Sure it would help to have a six pack, with six cars and a
earning 6 figures a year...But you still need to have game to pick up and keep that woman!
That's why you need to try something different...

A tried-and-tested programme to help men become confident and skilled at
approaching and talking to any woman. Imagine having the confidence to
approach any woman. Imagine knowing exactly what to say to her. Imagine
looking forward to a date, rather than it filling you with dread. With Robert King's
methods all of this can become a reality. Robert King is an ordinary guy, who has
become a master of picking up and dating attractive women and has brought
dating success to thousands of men. In The Pick-Up Game he shares his
methods. Learn what to say to a woman you like, how to interact socially and
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how to handle the logistics of approaching and spending time with women. Then
learn the Zen way of letting go, especially when under pressure socially, and how
not to try too hard to make something work - simply let it all unfold naturally. With
Robert's techniques you will gain total confidence in yourself, learn to read and
understand women and maximize every date you go on. Whatever your goal whether it's to have more fun, more sex or a serious relationship - look no further
than this invaluable book. You really can become a success with women.Robert
King read his first self-help book, How to Win Friends and Influence People, at
the age of 19 and this sparked his desire for personal transformation. Naturally
shy and reserved, after university Robert discovered the pick-up artist community
and soon cultivated a natural style with women. After teaching at other pick-up
companies and becoming "wings" with the best pick-up artists in the community
he set up his own company www.puamethod.com, which has featured in The
Sunday Times and The Sun newspapers and on various television programmes.
He has taught close to 1,000 students natural pick up.
THE 2.5 MILLION COPY SELLING WORLDWIDE PHENOMENON MEN WILL
DENY IT, WOMEN WILL DOUBT IT. I BEG YOU FOR YOUR FORGIVENESS IN
ADVANCE . . . The Game recounts the incredible adventures of an everyday
man who transforms himself from a shy, awkward writer into the quick-witted,
smooth-talking Style, a character irresistible to women. But just when life is better
than he could ever have dreamed, he falls head over heels for a woman who can
beat him at his own game. Jaw-dropping and hilarious, The Game reveals the
naked truth about sex, love, relationships - and getting exactly what you want.
The Gentleman's Guide for Approaching Women is a step-by-step guide teaching
men how to confidently and respectfully approach and talk to new women with
the intention of a romantic relationship that makes the woman feel comfortable
giving him a fair chance. The book details the intricacies of men's and women's
psychology using academic research to explain how and why the guide works
and how to apply it in multiple scenarios. The Gentleman's Guide provides a selfadministered training program and behavioral action plan to help men teach
themselves how to perform the necessary tasks to achieve ultimate success,
getting her phone number.
Fischbarg pens an irreverent, definitive guide to approaching, attracting, and
talking to the opposite sex. This book is packed with useful information, practical
advice and proven techniques.
Want to become a successful pickup artist? Now you can! How to Meet and Pick
Up Women is the book you've been looking for. It's the book for the guy who's
tired of chasing down the same tired information on the subject and just wants to
get it done. It's for the guy who wants to get his game on, but doesn't seem to
know how to start. It's for the guy who is done wasting time with plans and
programs that don't work. It's for the guy who wants to become a pickup artist in
his own right and simply wants to know how. Covering topics as how to meet and
talk to women, sex, mingling and how to develop better social skills, How to Meet
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and Pick Up Women is the most comprehensive guide on the market. This book
is about what a pickup artist is, how he operates and how to become one. It is
simple, effective and to the point and written from a FYI and/or a DIY perspective.
If you've ever wondered if this is the life for you-or you just want to improve your
existing game-this is the book that will help you get the job done. So, whether
you are one of those guys who wants to get his game on and become a pickup
artist or just a guy who wants to learn how to meet and talk to women, How to
Meet and Pick Up Women is the book for you.
"One of the most admired men in the world of seduction" (The New York Times)
teaches average guys how to approach, attract and begin intimate relationships
with beautiful women For every man who always wondered why some guys have
all the luck, Mystery, considered by many to be the world's greatest pickup artist,
finally reveals his secrets for finding and forming relationships with some of the
world's most beautiful women. Mystery gained mainstream attention for his role in
Neil Strauss's New York Times bestselling exposé, The Game. Now he has
written the definitive handbook on the art of the pickup. He developed his unique
method over years of observing social dynamics and interacting with women in
clubs to learn how to overcome the guard shield that many women use to deflect
come-ons from "average frustrated chumps." The Mystery Method: How to Get
Beautiful Women Into Bed shares tips such as: *Give more attention to her less
attractive friend at first, so your target will get jealous and try to win your
attention. *Always approach a target within 3 seconds of noticing her. If a woman
senses your hesitation, her perception of your value will be lower. *Don't be
picky. Approach as many groups of people in a bar as you can and entertain
them with fun conversation. As you move about the room, positive perception of
you will grow. Now it's easy to meet anyone you want. *Smile. Guys who don't
get laid, don't smile.
For the first time ever, a book on how to pick up hot women by a hot woman!
Penthouse columnist Dr. Z shows you how it's done. You're at a party, or just a
coffee shop, when suddenly -- there she is. Across the room is the hottest
woman you've ever seen, one who makes your palms sweat and your breath
come faster. She's amazing, a real knockout. But you're just an average guy, with
average looks and an average job. What chance would you ever have of scoring
with a babe like that? In Dr. Z on Scoring, Dr. Victoria Zdrok shows you that it's
possible to not only pick up your hottie but also charm and seduce her. A stunner
herself, Victoria has the distinction of being the only woman who has been both a
Playboy centerfold and a Penthouse Pet of the Year, and with a JD in law and a
PhD in clinical psychology, she has both beauty and brains. She uses her
personal and professional knowledge of how beautiful women think to give you
the information you need to: Approach a hot woman Engage her in conversation
Ask her out and entertain her Get her into bed and please her With research from
psychology experts and insights from hot models who have posed in the pages of
Playboy and Penthouse, you'll learn that beautiful women really do appreciate
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guys for more than just their looks or money. With the information in Dr. Z on
Scoring, you can make your move on the woman of your dreams!
Results from world-renowned relationship expert John Gottman’s famous Love Lab have
proven an incredible truth: Men make or break relationships. Based on 40 years of research,
The Man’s Guide to Women unlocks the mystery of how to attract, satisfy, and succeed with a
woman for a lifetime. For the first time ever, there is a science-based answer to the age-old
question: What do women really want in a man? Dr. Gottman, author of the New York Times
bestseller The Seven Principles for Making Marriage Work, and his wife and collaborator,
clinical psychologist Julie Schwartz Gottman, PhD, have pored over the research along with
bestselling coauthors Douglas Abrams and Rachel Carlton Abrams, MD. Together, they have
written this definitive guide for men, providing answers on everything from how to approach a
woman and build a connection with her to how to truly satisfy her in bed and know when the
relationship is on the right track. The Man’s Guide to Women is a must-have playbook for how
to play—and win—the game of love.
This book takes all of the guesswork out of meeting women. It is not about relationships or
raising a family, and it is not another hokey book on how to have some mysterious "secret
power" over women. This book teaches you how to get a date tonight-without having to spend
any money. Anyone can do this. You will approach women any time, anywhere, instantly
getting them interested in knowing you, without feeling nervous or having to resort to pick-up
lines. You will know what to say first, what to say after that, how to grab her attention and focus
it exclusively on you-and get her number or a date on-the-spot. The first section of this book
analyzes every possible way you could approach women. The second section of this book
reveals a secret, devious way to pick up almost every woman you meet without her even
guessing that you are working your magic on her. Subsequent sections provide help and
troubleshooting guides. We won't make you a "guru of getting girls." We will get you "dates."
The biggest problem most men have in getting dates is knowing how to approach attractive
girls they see every day of the week (at the office, gas station, standing in line anywhere). Too
many men rely on nightclubs, bars, and personal ads to get dates, ignoring the women they
see e-v-e-r-y d-a-y.
You're at a party. You see a sexy, beautiful woman standing by herself in the corner. How do
you approach her? What do you say? How do you get her attention—and keep it? Packed with
useful information, practical advice, and proven techniques for successfully picking up women
any time, anywhere, this essential handbook tells men everything they need to know to score
with the opposite sex. The Guide to Picking Up Girls includes tips on how to: Pick the right
"wingman" Develop a "master rap" for getting and keeping her interest (sample dialogues
included) Deal with guys who try to blow your rap Build confidence—being nervous is not an
option Overcome the fear of rejection—no girl is too pretty to talk to Learn to analyze a woman's
body language and signals ...and much more! Whether it's a crowded bar or a noisy party, a
club or a wedding, a supermarket or a coffee shop...from breaking the ice with surefire opening
lines to finding out whether she has a boyfriend, The Guide to Picking Up Girls gives men the
rules to make it with today's women. Lively and engaging, it's the authoritative resource for
meeting that major babe.
This book is the complete guide to meeting women, approaching them, getting their contact
information, asking them out, planning a first date, having great sex, and building a stronger
relationship. The authors, 2 average guys who were pathetic with women utnil they set out on
a mission to better understand women, share everything they learned on their journey. They
became friends with numerous girls and now understand everything - from how women want to
be appraoched to what they are looking for on a first date, from what makes them sleep with a
man to what makes them stay in a relationship. Fate and Reil, co-founders of the successful
personal advice website, Make Every Girl Want You, have taught thousands of men how to
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meet more women, have more sex, and build stronger relationships.
Tucker offers a handy guide for men who don't want to bother with wining and dining who are
looking for easy, available women. He unveils that the secret mainly lies in how a person
presents himself when he finds himself in the right place at the right time.
The Straight Man s Pocket Guide To Picking Up A Hottie-Written by a Woman Who Loves
Women will teach straight men a new approach to find, meet, date, understand, and appreciate
the woman of his dreams, his hottie. Men no longer have to settle for less. The Hottie Pocket
Guide will also teach men how to keep that hottie, provide tips on how to improve his overall
appearance and identify conversational subjects that will give them confidence to approach the
hottie they desire. The Hottie Pocket Guide is intended to teach men how to appreciate
women, respect them, how to fully enjoy their company and truly understand them. It is not a
book to teach men a pick-up line or a new game. The Hottie Pocket Guide gives men the
opportunity to learn behavior modification and give her what she wants. It doesn't mean that
men can't be who they are but realize who they are with respect to whom they want. You can't
pick up a hottie on Rodeo drive in a dirty t-shirt and flip flops.
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